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IIM Shillong emerges National Winners
Students Achievements

IIM Shillong emerged as the National Winners of the WIPRO EARTHIAN
Competition. Two second year PGP students Tanmay Kasliwal and Jahnvi
Jethanandani along with Faculty Mentor Prof Sanjeeb Kakoty made a
project on the issue of waste management in Shillong which fetched them
the WIPRO EARTHIAN award, which was conferred to them in Bangaluru
recently. The award was handed over by WIPRO Chairman Azim Premzi.
The award consists of a Plaque and a cash prize of one lakh fifty thousand
rupees. It may be mentioned that IIM Shillong has won the WIPRO
EARTHIAN twice before under the mentorship of Prof Kakoty. He was also
conferred the coveted T.N.Khoshoo award for sustainability education
instituted by the Ashoka Trust for Research in Ecology and the Environment.
This is the second time Prof Sanjeeb Kakoty has brought the T.N.Khoshoo
award to IIM Shillong.

IIM Shillong successfully hosted the fifth edition of TEDx IIMShillong at
Hotel Polo Towers, Shillong, on February 18, 2017, featuring an
exceedingly diverse set of speakers who have carved out a niche for
themselves in a variety of fields including social activism, culinary arts,
architecture, fashion, media, and public administration. From live magic
performances to TED Talk videos on classical music, the event
showcased the best of ideas that the thinkers and doers across the nation
had to offer.
Based on the theme ‘Alchemy of Choice’, this year’s edition
underscored the transformative power of choice. The list of speakers
included Ms. Pankaj Bhadouria, winner of the first season of MasterChef
India, Ms. Sheila Sri Prakash, acknowledged as one of the leading design
thinkers of our age, Ms. Asha Bhat, winner of the Miss Supranational
pageant in 2014, Ms. Deepika Narayan Bhardwaj, documentary
filmmaker and men’s rights activist, Ms. Suhani Shah, psychosomatic
counsellor and illusionist, Mr. Gaurav Jai Gupta, accredited with winning
ELLE’s Young Creative Fashion Entrepreneurship Award in 2010, and Ms.
Tilotama Varma, the first female Indian Police Officer from the state of
Uttar Pradesh to be awarded the President’s Police Medal.

SUSCON VI 2017: Learning, Living and Leading

IIM Shillong Celebrates Nation’s 68th Republic Day

Indian Institute of Management, Shillong, celebrated the 68th Republic Day
on January 26, 2017 in the presence of the Director, faculty members, and
students. The proceedings commenced with a flag hoisting ceremony, which
was followed by the National Anthem.
In his Republic Day address, the Director of the institute, Dr.
Amitabha De, said “This Republic Day, let us resolve to work harder to make
all the stakeholders of IIM Shillong proud to be associated with us, and to
honor the legacy of the architects of the Indian constitution by contributing to
the nation’s growth.” He also noted that the institute had played an
instrumental role in crafting the Sports Policy of the state of Meghalaya and
that IIM Shillong was proud to have set up the Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam Centre
for Policy Research in collaboration with DoNER.
9th Innovative Education Awards where IIM
Shillong was awarded under the category
Bschools who Innovate in Teaching
Methodology.

TEDx IIMShillong Orgnizing Committee

TEDxIIMShillong 2017 Concludes with Resounding Success
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The sixth edition of SusCon, the annual international conference on
Sustainability organized by IIM Shillong, concluded here on Friday. The
three-day conference was inaugurated in the presence of Padma Shri
Jadav “Molai” Payeng, and Mr. Shankar Venkateswaran, Chief of Tata
Sustainability Group on March 2nd, and was flagged off with a welcome
address by Professor Sanjoy Mukherjee, SusCon chair. With ‘Learning,
Living, and Leading’ as the central theme, this year’s edition hosted four
plenary sessions in addition to several technical sessions on a wide array
of topics like Green Marketing, CSR practices, and Micro-finance for
Sustainability.
“Sustainability is not a cost, it is an investment” said Mr.
Venkateswaran, the Guest of Honor, while emphasizing the need for
efficiently utilizing corporate resources to manage value chains. A host of
dignitaries, including Dr. Varghese Manaloor, Chair Ecology and
Management, University of Alberta, Dr. A Patil, Head, Economics &
Management Department at North Eastern Hill University among others
graced the conference with their presence.

